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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a general framework for learning Higher-Order
Network Embeddings (HONE) from graph data based on network
motifs. The HONE framework is highly expressive and flexible
with many interchangeable components. The experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of learning higher-order network
representations. In all cases, HONE outperforms recent embedding
methods that are unable to capture higher-order structures with
a mean relative gain in AUC of 19% (and up to 75% gain) across a
wide variety of networks and embedding methods.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Ma-
chine learning; Logical and relational learning; •Mathemat-
ics of computing→ Graph algorithms; Combinatorics; Graph
theory; • Information systems → Data mining; • Theory of
computation→ Graph algorithms analysis;
KEYWORDS
Network representation learning, network motifs, graphlets, in-
duced subgraphs, higher-order network analysis, node embeddings,
feature learning, graph representation learning
1 INTRODUCTION
Roles represent node (or edge [2]) connectivity patterns such as
hub/star-center nodes, star-edge nodes, near-cliques or bridge nodes
connecting different regions of the graph. Intuitively, two nodes
belong to the same role if they are structurally similar (with respect
to their general connectivity/subgraph patterns) [47]. Informally,
roles are sets of nodes that are more structurally similar to nodes
inside the set than outside, whereas communities are sets of nodes
with more connections inside the set than outside. Roles are compli-
mentary but fundamentally different to the notion of communities.
Communities capture cohesive/tightly-knit groups of nodes and
nodes in the same community are close together (small graph dis-
tance) [21], whereas roles capture nodes that are structurally similar
with respect to their general connectivity and subgraph patterns
and are independent of the distance/proximity to one another in
the graph [47]. Hence, two nodes that share similar roles can be in
different communities and even in two disconnected components of
the graph. The goal of role learning in graphs is to not only group
structurally similar nodes into sets but also to embed them close
together in some D-dimensional space [47].
Many network representation learning methods attempt to cap-
ture the notion of roles (structural similarity) [47] using random
walks that are fundamentally tied to node identity and not general
structural/subgraph patterns (network motifs) of nodes. As such,
two nodes with similar embeddings are guaranteed to be near one
another in the graph (a property of communities [21]) since they
appear near one another in a random walk.1 However, such meth-
ods are insufficient for roles [47] as they fail to capture the general
higher-order connectivity patterns of a node. Moreover, past ap-
proaches that leverage traditional random walks (using node ids as
opposed to attributed random walks that use “types” [3]) capture
communities in the graph as opposed to node roles which are inde-
pendent of the distance/proximity of nodes and instead represent
higher-order connectivity patterns such as nodes that represent
hubs or near-cliques. For instance, instead of representing hub
nodes (e.g., large star-centers) in a similar fashion, methods using
explicit random-walks (proximity/distance-based) would represent
a hub node (star center) and its neighbors (star-edge) similarly
despite them having fundamentally different connectivity patterns.
In this work, we propose higher-order network representation
learning and describe a general framework called Higher-Order Net-
work Embeddings (HONE) for learning such higher-order embed-
dings based on networkmotifs. The termmotif is used generally and
may refer to graphlets or orbits (graphlet automorphisms) [1, 42].
The approach leverages all available motif counts (and more gener-
ally statistics) by deriving a weighted motif graphWt from each
network motif Ht ∈ H and uses these as a basis to learn higher-
order embeddings that capture the notion of structural similarity
(roles) [47]. The HONE framework expresses a new class of em-
bedding methods based on a set of motif-based matrices and their
powers. In this work, we investigate HONE variants based on the
weighted motif graph, motif transition matrix, motif Laplacian
matrix, as well as other motif-based matrices. The experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of HONE as we achieve a mean rela-
tive gain in AUC of 19% across a variety of different networks and
embedding methods.
Contributions: This work makes three important contributions.
First, we introduce the problem of higher-order network represen-
tation learning. Second, we propose a general class of methods
for learning higher-order network embeddings based on network
motifs. Third, we demonstrate the effectiveness of learning higher-
order network representations.
1Nodes in different disconnected components will never appear in a random walk
together and therefore will not be assigned similar embeddings despite the fact these
nodes may play the same roles with respect to general structural patterns such as
network motifs.
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2 HIGHER-ORDER NETWORK EMBEDDINGS
This section proposes a new class of embedding models called
Higher-Order Network Embeddings (HONE) and a general frame-
work for deriving them. The class of higher-order network embed-
ding methods is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Higher-Order Network Embeddings). Given a
network (graph)G = (V ,E), a set of networkmotifsH = {H1, . . . ,HT },
the goal of higher-order network embedding (HONE) is to learn a func-
tion f : V → RD that maps nodes to D-dimensional embeddings
using network motifsH .
The particular family of higher-order node embeddings presented
in this work is based on learning a function f : V → RD that maps
nodes to D-dimensional embeddings using (powers of) weighted
motif graphs derived from a motif matrix function Ψ. However,
many other families of higher-order node embedding methods exist
in the class of higher-order network embeddings (Definition 1).
Most importantly, since network motifs lie at the heart of higher-
order network embeddings (Definition 1), they are guaranteed to
capture the notion of roles (based on general subgraph/connectivity
patterns of nodes) [47] as opposed to the complimentary but fun-
damentally different notion of communities (based on proxim-
ity/small graph distance, and cohesive/tightly-knit/dense groups of
nodes) [21].
2.1 Network Motifs
The HONE framework can use graphlets or orbits. Recall that the
term motif is used generally in this work and may refer to graphlets
or orbits (graphlet automorphisms) [1, 42].
Definition 2 (Graphlet). A graphlet Ht = (Vk ,Ek ) is an in-
duced subgraph consisting of a subset Vk ⊂ V of k vertices from
G = (V ,E) together with all edges whose endpoints are both in this
subset Ek = {∀e ∈ E | e = (u,v) ∧ u,v ∈ Vk }.
A k-graphlet is defined as an induced subgraph with k-vertices.
Alternatively, the nodes of every graphlet can be partitioned into
a set of automorphism groups called orbits [42]. It is important to
consider the position of an edge in a graphlet, for instance, an edge
in the 4-node path (Figure 1) has two different unique positions,
namely, the edge in the center of the path, or an edge on the outside
of the 4-node path. Each unique edge position in a graphlet is called
an automorphism orbit, or just orbit. More formally,
Definition 3 (Orbit). An automorphism of a k-vertex graphlet
Ht = (Vk ,Ek ) is defined as a permutation of the nodes in Ht that
preserves edges and non-edges. The automorphisms of Ht form an
automorphism group denoted asAut(Ht ). A set of nodesVk of graphlet
Ht define an orbit iff (i) for any node u ∈ Vk and any automorphism
π ofHt ,u ∈ Vk ⇐⇒ π (u) ∈ Vk ; and (ii) ifv,u ∈ Vk then there exists
an automorphism π of Ht and a γ > 0 such that πγ (u) = v .
In this work, we use all (2-4)-vertex connected edge orbits and
denote this set asH . For an example, Figure 1 shows the connected
edge orbits with up to 4-nodes.
2.2 Weighted Motif Graphs
Given a network G = (V ,E) with N = |V | nodes, M = |E | edges,
and a set H = {H1, . . . ,HT } of T network motifs, we form the
H1 H2 H3 H4 H6 H7H5
H8 H13H11H9 H10 H12
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Figure 1: All (2-4)-vertex connected edge orbits.
weighted motif adjacency matrices:
W = {W1,W2, . . . ,WT } (1)
where
(Wt )i j = # occurences of motif Ht ∈ H that contain (i, j) ∈ E
The weighted motif graphs differ from the original graph in two
important and fundamental ways. First, the edges in each motif
graph is likely to be weighted differently. This is straightforward to
see as each network motif can appear at a different frequency than
another arbitrary motif for a given edge. Intuitively, the edge motif
weights when combined with the structure of the graph reveal
important structural properties with respect to the weighted motif
graph. Second, the motif graphs are likely to be structurally different
(Figure 2). For instance, if edge (i, j) ∈ E exists in the original graph
G, but (Wt )i j = 0 for some arbitrary motif Ht , then (i, j) < Et .
Hence, the motif graphs encode relationships between nodes that
have a sufficient number ofmotifs. To generalize the aboveweighted
motif graph formulation, we replace the edge constraint that says
an edge exists between i and j if the number of instances of motif
Ht ∈ H that contain nodes i and j is 1 or larger, by enforcing an
edge constraint that requires each edge to have at least δ motifs.
In other words, different motif graphs can arise using the same
motif Ht by enforcing an edge constraint that requires each edge to
have at least δ motifs. This is an important property of the above
formulation.
2.3 Motif Matrix Functions
To generalize HONE for any motif-based matrix formulation, we
define Ψ as a function Ψ : RN×N → RN×N over a weighted motif
adjacency matrixWt ∈ W. Using Ψ we derive
St = Ψ(Wt ), for t = 1, 2, . . . ,T (2)
The term motif-based matrix refers to any motif matrix S derived
from Ψ(W).2 We summarize the motif matrix functions Ψ investi-
gated below.
• Weighted Motif Graph: Given a network G and a network
motif Ht ∈ H , form the weighted motif adjacency matrix Wt
whose entries (i, j) are the co-occurrence counts of nodes i and j
in the motifHt : (Wt )i j = number of instances ofHt that contain
nodes i and j . In the case of using HONE directly with a weighted
motif adjacency matrixW, then
Ψ : W→ IW (3)
2For convenience,W denotes a weighted adjacency matrix for an arbitrary motif.
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(a) Initial graph
(b) Weighted 4-clique graph
(c) Weighted 4-path graph
Figure 2: Motif graphs differ in structure and weight. Size
(weight) of nodes and edges in the 4-clique and 4-path motif
graphs correspond to the frequency of 4-node cliques and
4-node paths, respectively.
The number of paths weighted by motif counts from node i to
node j in k-steps is given by
(Wk )i j =
(
W · · · W︸     ︷︷     ︸
k
)
i j (4)
• Motif Transition Matrix: The random walk on a graph W
weighted by motif counts has transition probabilities
Pi j =
Wi j
wi
(5)
where wi =
∑
jWi j is the motif degree of node i . The random
walk motif transition matrix P for an arbitrary weighted motif
graphW is defined as:
P = D−1W (6)
where D = diag(We) = diag(w1,w2, . . . ,wN ) is a N ×N diago-
nal matrix with the motif degree wi =
∑
jWi j of each node
on the diagonal called the diagonal motif degree matrix and
e =
[
1 1 · · · 1 ]T is the vector of all ones. P is a row-stochastic
matrix with
∑
j Pi j = pTi e = 1 where pi ∈ RN is a column vector
corresponding to the i-th row of P. For directed graphs, the motif
out-degree is used. However, one can also leverage the motif in-
degree or total motif degree (among other quantities). The motif
transition matrix P represents the transition probabilities of a
non-uniform random walk on the graph that selects subsequent
nodes with probability proportional to the connecting edge’s mo-
tif count. Therefore, the probability of transitioning from node i
to node j depends on the motif degree of j relative to the total
sum of motif degrees of all neighbors of i . The probability of
transitioning from node i to j in k-steps is given by
(Pk )i j =
(
P · · · P︸   ︷︷   ︸
k
)
i j (7)
• Motif Laplacian: The motif Laplacian for a weighted motif
graphW is defined as:
L = D −W (8)
whereD = diag(We) is the diagonal motif degreematrix defined
as Dii =
∑
jWi j . For directed graphs, we can use either in-motif
degree or out-motif degree.
• NormalizedMotif Laplacian: Given a graphW weighted by
the counts of an arbitrary network motifHt ∈ H , the normalized
motif Laplacian is defined as
L̂ = I − D−1/2WD−1/2 (9)
where I is the identity matrix and D = diag(We) is the N × N
diagonal matrix of motif degrees. In other words,
L̂i j =

1 − Wi jw j if i = j andw j , 0
− Wi j√wiw j if i and j are adjacent
0 otherwise
(10)
wherewi =
∑
jWi j is the motif degree of node i .
• Random Walk Normalized Motif Laplacian: Formally, the
random walk normalized motif Laplacian is
L̂rw = I − D−1W (11)
where I is the identity matrix, D is the motif degree diagonal
matrix with Dii = wi ,∀i = 1, . . . ,N , and W is the weighted
motif adjacency matrix for an arbitrary motif Ht ∈ H . Observe
that L̂rw = I − P where P = D−1W is the motif transition matrix
of a random walker on the weighted motif graph.
Notice that all variants are easily formulated as functionsΨ in terms
of an arbitrary motif weighted graphW.
2.4 Local K-Step Motif-based Embeddings
We describe the local higher-order node embeddings learned for
each network motif Ht ∈ H and k-step where k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The
term local refers to the fact that node embeddings are learned for
each individual motif and k-step independently. We define k-step
motif-based matrices for all T motifs and K steps as follows:
S(k )t = Ψ(Wkt ), for k = 1, . . . ,K and t = 1, . . . ,T (12)
where
Ψ(Wkt ) = Ψ(Wt · · · Wt︸         ︷︷         ︸
k
) (13)
Note for the proposed motif Laplacian HONE variants S(k ) =
Ψ
(
Wk
)
ensures S(k) is a valid motif Laplacian matrix. However,
the motif transition probability matrix P remains a valid transi-
tion matrix when taking powers of it and therefore we can simply
use S(k ) = Ψ
(
W
)k where Ψ : W → D−1W. Depending on the
motif-based matrix formulation Ψ (Section 2.3), we renormalize
each k-step motif matrix appropriately. Alternatively, we can de-
fine S(k ) = Ψ
(
W
)k where we first use the motif matrix function Ψ
3
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and then derive powers of the resulting motif-based matrix Ψ(W).
Hence,
Ψ(Wt )k = Ψ(Wt ) · · · Ψ(Wt )︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
k
, (14)
These k-stepmotif-basedmatrices can densify quickly and therefore
the space required to store the k-step motif-based matrices can grow
fast as K increases. For large graphs, it is often impractical to store
the k-step motif-based matrices for any reasonable K . To overcome
this issue, we avoid explicitly constructing the k-step motif-based
matrices entirely. Hence, no additional space is required and we
never need to store the actual k-step motif-based matrices for k > 1.
We discuss and show this for any k-step motif-based matrix later
in this subsection.
Given a k-step motif-based matrix S(k )t for an arbitrary network
motif Ht ∈ H , we find an embedding by solving the following
optimization problem:
argmin
U(k )t ,V
(k )
t ∈C
D
(
S(k )t ∥ Φ⟨U(k )t V(k )t ⟩
)
, ∀k=1,...,K and t =1,...,T (15)
where D is a generalized Bregman divergence (and quantifies ≈
in the HONE embedding model S(k )t ≈ Φ⟨U(k )t V(k )t ⟩) with match-
ing linear or non-linear function Φ and C is constraints (e.g., non-
negativity constraints U ≥ 0, V ≥ 0, orthogonality constraints
UTU = I,VTV = I). The above optimization problem finds low-rank
embedding matrices U(k)t and V
(k )
t such that S
(k )
t ≈ Φ⟨U(k )t V(k )t ⟩.
The function Φ allows non-linear relationships between U(k )t V
(k )
t
and S(k)t . Different choices of Φ and D yield different HONE embed-
ding models and depend on the distributional assumptions on S(k )t .
For instance, minimizing squared loss with an identity link function
Φ yields singular value decomposition corresponding to a Gauss-
ian error model [23]. Other choices of Φ and D yield other HONE
embedding models with different error models such as Poisson,
Gamma, or Bernoulli distributions [16].
Recall from above that we avoid explicitly computing and stor-
ing the k-step motif-based matrices from Eq. 12 as they can densify
quickly as K increases and therefore are impractical to store for any
large graph and reasonable K . This is accomplished by defining a
linear operator corresponding to the K-step motif-based matrices
that can run in at most K times the linear operator corresponding
to the (1-step) motif-based matrix. In particular, many algorithms
used to compute low-rank approximations of large sparse matri-
ces [25, 45] do not need access to the explicit matrix, but only the
linear operator corresponding to action of the input matrix on vec-
tors. For a matrix A, let TA denote the upper bound on the time
required to compute Ax for any vector x. We note TA = O(M)
whereM = nnz(A) always holds and is a useful bound when A is
sparse. Therefore, the time required to compute a rank-Dℓ approxi-
mation of A is O(TADℓ logN + ND2ℓ logN ) where N = |V |.
Now, we can define a linear operator corresponding to the K-
step motif-based matrices that can run in at most K times the
linear operator corresponding to the (1-step) motif-based matrix.
We show this for the case of any weighted motif adjacency matrix
W. Let TW be the time required to compute Wx, for any vector
x. Then, to compute WKx, we can do the following. Let x0 ← x
and iteratively compute xi = Wxi−1 for i = 1, . . . ,K . This shows
that TWK = O(KTW). This implies that we can compute a rank-Dℓ
embedding of the K-step motif adjacency matrix in time at most
O(KTWDℓ logN + ND2ℓ logN ) which is at most
O(KMDℓ logN + ND2ℓ logN ) (16)
where M = nnz(W). This implies that the time to compute the
rank-Dℓ embedding grows only linearly with K . Therefore, no
additional space is required and we never need to derive/store
the actual k-step motif-based matrices for k > 1. Moreover, as
shown above, the time complexity grows linearly with K and is
therefore efficient. The time complexity in Eq. 16 is for singular
value decomposition/eigen-decomposition and hence finds the best
rank-Dℓ approximation [23]. However, linear operators can also
be defined for other optimization techniques that can be used to
compute a rank-Dℓ approximation such as stochastic gradient de-
scent, block/cyclic coordinate descent, or alternating least squares.
Thus, the time complexity for computing rank-Dℓ embeddings us-
ing these optimization techniques will also only increase by a factor
of K .
Afterwards, the columns of U(k )t are normalized by a function
д : RN×N → RN×N as follows:
U(k )t ← д(U(k )t ), for t = 1, . . . ,T and k = 1, . . . ,K (17)
In this work, д is a function that normalizes each column of U(k )t
using the Euclidean norm. The HONE framework is flexible for
use with other norms as well and the appropriate norm should be
chosen based on the data characteristics and application.
2.5 Learning Global Higher-Order Embeddings
How can we learn a higher-order embedding for an arbitrary graph
G that automatically captures the important motifs? Obviously,
simply concatenating the previous motif embeddings into a single
matrix and using this for prediction assumes that each motif is
equally important. However, it is obvious that some motifs are more
important than others and the choice of whichmotifs to use depends
on the graph structure and its properties [1, 42]. Therefore, instead
of assuming all motifs contribute equally to the embedding, we
learn a global higher-order embedding that automatically captures
the important motifs in the embedding without requiring an expert
to hand select the most important motifs to use.
For this, we first concatenate the k-step embedding matrices for
all T motifs and all K steps:
Y =
[
U(1)1 · · · U
(1)
T︸           ︷︷           ︸
1-step
· · · U(K )1 · · · U
(K )
T︸             ︷︷             ︸
K -steps
]
(18)
where Y is a N ×TKDℓ matrix. Notice that at this stage, we could
simply output Y as the final motif-based node embeddings and
use it for a downstream prediction task such as classification, link
prediction, or regression. However, using Y directly essentially
treats all motifs equally while it is known that some motifs are
more important than others and the specific set of important motifs
widely depends on the underlying graph structure. Therefore, by
learning node embeddings from Y we automatically capture the
important structure in the data pertaining to certain motifs and
avoid having to specify the important motifs for a particular graph
by hand.
4
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Given Y from Eq. 18, we learn a global higher-order network
embedding by solving the following:
argmin
Z,H∈C
D
(
Y ∥ Φ⟨ZH⟩) (19)
where Z is a N × D matrix of higher-order node embeddings and
H is a D × TKDℓ matrix of the latent k-step motif embeddings.
Each row of Z is a D-dimensional embedding of a node. Similarly,
each column of H is an embedding of a latent k-step motif feature
(i.e., column of Y) in the same D-dimensional space. In Eq. 19 we
use Frobenius norm which leads to the following minimization
problem:
min
Z,H
1
2
Y − ZH2F = 12 ∑i j (Yi j − (ZH)i j )2 (20)
A similar minimization problem using Frobenius norm is solved for
Eq. 15. To solve these minimization problems, we use a fast parallel
cyclic coordinate descent-based (CCD) optimization scheme [50, 66].
We have also investigated other approaches for solving the above
HONE objective function including an autoencoder [27, 53] and
alternating least squares (ALS) [68] and found similar results. In
addition, it is straightforward to represent the (k-step) motif-based
matrices as a tensor and derive embeddings jointly using Higher
Order SVD (Tucker decomposition) [59], among other higher-order
tensor factorization schemes [32].
2.6 Attribute Diffusion
Attributes can also be diffused and incorporated into the higher-
order node embeddings. One approach is to use the motif transition
probability matrix as follows:
X¯(0)t ← X, Pt = D−1t Wt
X¯(k )t = Pt X¯
(k−1)
t , for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (21)
where X is an N × F attribute matrix and X¯(k )t ∈ RN×F is the
diffused feature matrix after k-steps. Here Pt can be replaced by
any of the previous motif-based matrices derived from any motif
matrix formulation in Section 2.3. More generally, we define linear
attribute diffusion for HONE as:
X¯(0)t ← X
X¯(k )t = Ψ
(
W(k )t
)
X¯(k−1)t , for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (22)
More complex attribute diffusion processes can also be formulated
such as the normalized motif Laplacian attribute diffusion defined as
X¯(k) = (1 − θ )LX¯(k−1) + θX, for k = 1, 2, ... (23)
where L is the normalized motif Laplacian:
L = I − D1/2WD1/2 (24)
The resulting diffused attribute vectors X¯ =
[
X¯1 X¯2 · · ·
]
are
effectively smoothed by the attributes of related nodes governed
by the particular diffusion process.
Afterwards, we incorporate the diffused attribute vectors X¯ =[
X¯1 X¯2 · · ·
]
into the node embeddings given as output in
Eq. 19 by replacing Y in Eq. 18 with:
Y =
[
U(1)1 · · · U
(1)
T︸           ︷︷           ︸
1-step
· · · U(K )1 · · · U
(K )
T︸             ︷︷             ︸
K -steps
X¯
]
(25)
Alternatively, we can concatenate X¯ to Z,
[
Z X¯
]
. The columns of
X¯ are normalized using Eq. 17 with the same norm as before.
2.7 Accumulation Motif Variants
There are also summation-based motif variants.
W¯(K ) = 1
K
K∑
ℓ=1
Wℓ =
1
K
(
W +W2 + · · · +WK
)
(26)
where W¯(K ) is a weighted graph that counts the number of paths
of length up to K . More interestingly, let
P¯(K ) = 1
K
K∑
ℓ=1
Pℓ =
1
K
(
P + P2 + · · · + PK
)
(27)
which for instance whenK=2, indicates the probability of randomly
walking from node i to node j in 2 steps. Alternatively, we can
generalize the above as follows:
S¯(K ) = 1
K
K∑
ℓ=1
α ℓΨ(Wℓ) (28)
=
1
K
[
αΨ(W) + α2Ψ(W2) + · · · + αkΨ(WK )
]
where α is a decay factor that penalizes more distant connections.
3 ANALYSIS
Define ρ(A) as the density of A.
Claim 3.1. LetW denote an arbitrary k-vertex motif adjacency
matrix where k > 2, then ρ(A) ≥ ρ(W).
This is straightforward to see as the motif adjacency matrix con-
structed from the edge frequency of any motif H with more than
k > 2 nodes can be viewed as an additional constraint over the
initial adjacency matrix A. Therefore, in the extreme case, if every
edge contains at least one occurrence of motifH then ρ(A) = ρ(W).
However, if there exists at least one edge that does not contain an
instance of H then ρ(A) > ρ(W). Therefore, ρ(A) ≥ ρ(W).
3.1 Time Complexity
Let M = |E |, N = |V |, ∆ = the maximum degree, T = the number
of motifs, K = the number of steps, Dℓ = number of dimensions for
each local motif embedding (Section 2.4), and D = dimensionality
of the final node embeddings (Section 2.5).
Lemma 3.1. The total time complexity of HONE is
O(M(∆ub + KTDℓ) + NDKTDℓ) (29)
Proof. The time complexity of each step is provided below. For the
specific HONE embedding model, we assume D is squared loss, Φ
is the identity link function, and no hard constraints are imposed
on the objective function in Eq. 15 and Eq. 19.
Weighted motif graphs: To derive the network motif frequencies,
we use recent provably accurate estimation methods [5, 52]. As
5
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shown in [5, 52], we can achieve estimates within a guaranteed
level of accuracy and time by setting a few simple parameters
in the estimation algorithm. The time complexity to estimate the
frequency of all network motifs up to size 4 is O(M∆ub) in the
worst case where ∆ub is a small constant. Hence, ∆ub represents
the maximum sampled degree and can be set by the user [5, 52].
After obtaining the frequencies of the network motifs, we derive
a sparse weighted motif adjacency matrix for each of the network
motifs. The time complexity for each weighted motif adjacency
matrix is at most O(M) and this is repeated T times for a total time
complexity of O(MT )whereT is a small constant. This gives a total
time complexity of O(M(T + ∆ub)) for this step and thus linear in
the number of edges.
Motif matrix functions: The time complexity of all motif matrix
functions Ψ in Section 2.3 is O(M). Since Ψ(Wt ) for t = 1, . . . ,T ,
the total time complexity is O(MT ) in the worst case. By Claim 3.1,
M ≥ Mt , ∀t whereMt = nnz(Wt ) and thus the actual time is likely
to be much smaller especially given the rarity of some network
motifs in sparse networks such as 4-cliques and 4-cycles.
Embedding each k-step motif graph: For a single weighted
motif-basedmatrix, the time complexity per iteration of cyclic/block
coordinate descent [30, 50] and stochastic gradient descent [40, 67]
is at most O(MDℓ) where Dℓ ≪ M . Recall from Section 2.4 that
we avoid explicitly computing and storing the k-step motif-based
matrices by defining a linear operator corresponding to the K-step
motif-based matrices with a time complexity that is at mostK times
the linear operator corresponding to the 1-step motif-based matrix.
Therefore, the total time complexity for learning node embeddings
for all k-step motif-based matrices is:
O
(
TMDℓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k=1
+ 2(TMDℓ)︸     ︷︷     ︸
k=2
+ · · · + K(TMDℓ)︸     ︷︷     ︸
k=K
)
= O (KTMDℓ ) (30)
Global higher-order node embeddings: Afterwards, all k-step
motif embedding matrices are horizontally concatenated to obtain
Y (Eq. 18). Each node embedding matrix is N × Dℓ and there are
K ·T of them. Thus, it takes O(NKTDℓ) time to concatenate them to
obtain Y. Notice that N ≫ KTDℓ and therefore this step is linear in
the number of nodes N = |V |. Furthermore, the time complexity for
normalizing all columns of Y is O(NKTDℓ) for any normalization
function д where each column of Y is a N -dimensional vector.
Given a dense tall-and-skinny matrix Y of size N ×KTDℓ where
N ≫ KTDℓ , the next step is to learn the higher-order node embed-
ding matrix Z and the latent motif embedding matrixH. Notice that
unlike the higher-order node embeddings above that were derived
for each sparse motif-based matrix (for all K-steps and T motifs),
the matrix Y is dense with NKTDℓ = nnz(Y). The time complexity
per iteration of cyclic/block coordinate descent [30, 50] and stochas-
tic gradient descent [40, 67] is O(DNKTDℓ) and therefore linear in
the number of nodes.
3.2 Space Complexity
Lemma 3.2. The total space complexity of HONE is
O(T (M + NKDℓ) + D(N +TKDℓ)) (31)
Proof. The weighted motif adjacency matricesW1, . . . ,WT take
at most O(MT ) space. Similarly, the space complexity of the motif-
based matrices derived from any motif matrix function Ψ is at
most O(MT ). Recall that the space required for some motif-based
matrices where the motif being encoded is rare will be much less
than O(MT ) (Claim 3.1). The space complexity of each k-step motif
embedding is O(NDℓ) and therefore it takes O(NTKDℓ) space for
all k = 1, . . . ,K and t = 1, . . . ,T embedding matrices. Storing the
higher-order node embedding matrix Z takes O(ND) space and
the k-step motif embedding matrix H is O(DTKDℓ). Therefore,
the total space complexity for Z and H is O(ND + DTKDℓ) =
O(D(N +TKDℓ)).
4 EXPERIMENTS
We investigate five methods from the proposed higher-order net-
work representation learning framework.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We compare the proposed HONE variants to five state-of-the-art
methods including node2vec [24], DeepWalk [41], LINE [57], GraRep
[10], and Spectral clustering [58]. All methods output (D = 128)-
dimensional node embeddings Z =
[
z1 · · · zN
]T where zi ∈ RD .
For LINE, we use 2nd-order-proximity and the number of samples
T = 60 million [57]. For GraRep, we set D = 128 and perform a
grid search over K ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} [10]. For DeepWalk, we use R = 10,
L = 80, and ω = 10 [41]. For node2vec, we use the same hyper-
parameters (D = 128, R = 10, L = 80, ω = 10) and grid search
over p,q ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, 4} as mentioned in [24]. For the HONE
variants, we set D = 128 and select the number of steps K auto-
matically via a grid search over K ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} using 10% of the
labeled data. We use all edge orbits (graphlet automorphisms) [42]
that contain 2-4 nodes and set Dℓ = 16 for the local motif em-
beddings unless otherwise mentioned. All methods use logistic
regression (LR) with an L2 penalty. The model is selected using
10-fold cross-validation on 10% of the labeled data. Experiments
are repeated for 10 random seed initializations. All data was ob-
tained from NetworkRepository [46] and is publicly available for
download at http://networkrepository.com.
4.2 Comparison
We compare methods from the proposed higher-order network
embedding (HONE) framework to other recent embedding meth-
ods. Given a partially observed graph G with a fraction of missing
edges, the link prediction task is to predict these missing edges. We
generate a labeled dataset of edges. Positive examples are obtained
by removing 50% of edges randomly, whereas negative examples are
generated by randomly sampling an equal number of node pairs
that are not connected with an edge (i, j) < E. For each method, we
learn embeddings using the remaining graph that consists of only
positive examples. Using the embeddings from each method, we
then learn a model to predict whether a given edge in the test set
exists in E or not. To construct edge features from the node em-
beddings, we use the mean operator defined as (zi + zj )
/
2. For the
experiments, we selected networks from a wide range of domains
with fundamentally different structural characteristics. This ensures
the key findings observed in this work are more useful/general and
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Table 1: AUC results comparing HONE to recent embedding
methods across a wide variety of networks from different
application domains. See text for discussion.
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HONE-W (Eq. 3) 0.841 0.843 0.811 0.862 0.726 0.910 0.979 1
HONE-P (Eq. 6) 0.840 0.840 0.812 0.863 0.724 0.913 0.980 2
HONE-L (Eq. 8) 0.829 0.841 0.808 0.858 0.722 0.906 0.975 3
HONE-̂L (Eq. 9) 0.829 0.836 0.803 0.862 0.722 0.908 0.976 5
HONE-̂Lrw (Eq. 11) 0.831 0.834 0.808 0.863 0.723 0.909 0.976 4
Node2Vec [24] 0.810 0.635 0.721 0.804 0.701 0.844 0.894 6
DeepWalk [41] 0.796 0.621 0.710 0.796 0.696 0.837 0.863 7
LINE [57] 0.752 0.706 0.734 0.800 0.630 0.837 0.780 8
GraRep [10] 0.805 0.672 0.743 0.829 0.702 0.898 0.559 9
Spectral [58] 0.561 0.699 0.593 0.602 0.516 0.606 0.629 10
apply to networks from a wide variety of domains with different
structural characteristics [9].
Table 2: Mean gain of the HONE methods over each of the
baselines averaged over all graphs.
Node2Vec DeepWalk LINE GraRep Spectral
HONE-W 12.91% 14.14% 17.52% 42.43% 19.61%
HONE-P 12.86% 14.10% 17.49% 42.39% 19.56%
HONE-L 12.29% 13.51% 16.89% 41.60% 18.94%
HONE-̂L 12.19% 13.42% 16.80% 41.53% 18.85%
HONE-̂Lrw 12.33% 13.57% 16.94% 41.74% 19.01%
The AUC results are provided in Table 1. In all cases, the HONE
methods outperform the other embedding methods with an overall
mean gain of 19.19% (and up to 75.21% gain) across a wide variety
of graphs with different characteristics. Overall, the HONE variants
achieve an average gain of 10.64% over node2vec, 12.51% over
DeepWalk, 13.75% over LINE, 17.13% over GraRep, and 41.94%
over Spectral clustering across all networks. In all cases, the gain
achieved by the proposed HONE variants is significant at p < 0.01.
We also derive a total ranking of the embedding methods over all
graph problems based on mean relative gain. Results are provided
in the last column of Table 1. Overall, the HONE variants always
outperform the five baseline methods across all networks from a
wide variety of domains with fundamentally different structural
characteristics. Among the five HONE variants in Table 1, we find
that HONE-W and HONE-P perform the best overall. We also note
that GraRep outperforms the other baseline methods on 5 of the
7 graphs and when soc-bitcoinA is removed GraRep is ranked 6th
outperforming all other baseline methods. Furthermore, we also
provide the mean gain of the HONE methods over each baseline
averaged over all graphs in Table 2. In other words, an entry in
Table 2 represents the mean gain of a HONE method Ai (row of
Table 2) relative to a baseline method Aj (column) averaged over
all graphs G used for evaluation.
We also investigated using the concatenated k-step embedding
matrix Y directly for link prediction without the additional step
described in Section 2.5. The results were removed for brevity, how-
ever, we summarize the findings below. In most cases, we observed
the performance to be better when global higher-order node embed-
dings (Section 2.5) are used as opposed to using the local node em-
beddings from Section 2.4 directly for prediction. We also explored
using different optimization schemes for learning the embeddings.
However, we found only minor differences in AUC on most of the
graphs investigated. For instance, on rt-twitter-copen with HONE-
P, we found alternating least squares (ALS) and CCD to perform
best with 0.865 AUC followed by 0.864 using an autoencoder with
f (x) = 1/1+exp(−x ).
4.3 Diffusion Variants
This subsection investigates HONE variants that use attribute dif-
fusion (Section 2.6). These methods perform attribute diffusion
using the k-step motif matrices (Section 2.6) and concatenate the
resulting diffused features. Unless otherwise mentioned, we use
linear diffusion defined in Eq. 22 with the default hyperparameters
(Section 4.1). Note the initial matrix X described in Section 2.6 rep-
resents node motif counts derived by applying relational aggregates
(sum, mean, and max) over each nodes local neighborhood and then
scaled using Euclidean norm. We compare the HONE methods with
attribute diffusion to the HONE methods without diffusion. Results
are reported in Table 3. The relative gain between each pair of
HONE methods is computed for each graph and Table 3 reports the
mean gain for each pair of HONEmethods. Overall, we observe that
HONE with attribute diffusion improves predictive performance
in general. We also investigated other attribute diffusion variants
from Section 2.6 and noticed similar results on a few graphs tested.
Table 3: Mean gain of the HONEmethods with attribute dif-
fusion relative to each of the original HONE methods.
HONE-W HONE-P HONE-L HONE-̂L HONE-̂Lrw
HONE-W + X¯ 0.76% 1.30% 1.38% 1.24% 1.08%
HONE-P + X¯ 1.58% 2.12% 2.20% 2.06% 1.90%
HONE-L + X¯ 0.62% 1.15% 1.23% 1.09% 0.93%
HONE-̂L + X¯ 1.37% 1.91% 1.99% 1.85% 1.69%
HONE-̂Lrw + X¯ 1.27% 1.81% 1.88% 1.74% 1.58%
4.4 Runtime & Scalability
To evaluate the runtime performance and scalability of the proposed
framework, we learn node embeddings for Erdös-Rényi graphs
of increasing size (from 100 to 10 million nodes) such that each
graph has an average degree of 10. In Figure 3, we observe that
HONE is fast and scales linearly as the number of nodes increases.
In addition, we also compare the runtime performance of HONE
against node2vec [24] since it performed best among the baselines
(Table 1). For the HONE variant, we use HONE-P with K = 2.
Default parameters are used for each method. In Figure 3, HONE is
shown to be significantly faster and more scalable than node2vec
as the number of nodes increases. In particular, node2vec takes 1.8
days (45.3 hours) for 10 million nodes, while HONE finishes in only
19 minutes as shown in Figure 3. Strikingly, this is 143 times faster
than node2vec.
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Figure 3: Runtime comparison on Erdös-Rényi graphs with
an average degree of 10. HONE is shown to be scalable and
orders of magnitude faster than node2vec. See text for dis-
cussion.
5 RELATEDWORK
Related research is categorized below.
Higher-order network analysis: This paper introduces the prob-
lem of higher-order network embedding and proposes a general
computational framework for learning such higher-order node em-
beddings. There has been one recent approach that used network
motifs as base features for network representation learning [51].
However, that approach is fundamentally different from the pro-
posed framework as it focuses on learning inductive relational
functions that represent compositions of relational operators ap-
plied to a base feature. Other methods use high-order network
properties (such as graphlet frequencies) as features for graph clas-
sification [60], community detection [6, 7], and visualization and
exploratory analysis [1]. However, this work focuses on network
representation learning using network motifs (e.g., orbit frequen-
cies). In particular, the goal of this work is to learn higher-order
node embeddings from the graph for use in a downstream predic-
tion task.
Node embeddings: There has been a lot of interest recently in
learning node (and edge [2]) embeddings from large-scale networks
automatically [4, 11, 24, 41, 44, 51, 57]. See [49] for an early survey
on graph representation learning. Recent node embedding meth-
ods [11, 24, 41, 44, 57] have largely been based on the popular skip-
gram model [14, 37] originally introduced for learning vector rep-
resentations of words in text. These methods all use random walks
to gather a sequence of node ids which are then used to learn node
embeddings [11, 24, 41, 44, 57]. In particular, DeepWalk [41] applied
the successful word embedding framework called word2vec [37] to
embed the nodes such that the co-occurrence frequencies of pairs in
short random walks are preserved. Recently, node2vec [24] adapted
DeepWalk [41] by introducing hyperparameters that tune the depth
and breadth of the random walks. GraRep [10] is a generalization
of LINE [57] that incorporates node neighborhood information
beyond 2-hops. These approaches are becoming increasingly pop-
ular and have been shown to outperform a number of existing
methods. Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) adapt CNNs to
graphs using the simple Laplacian and spectral convolutions with a
form of aggregation over the neighbors [17, 26, 31, 39]. These node
embedding methods may also benefit from ideas developed in this
work including the weighted motif Laplacian matrices described in
Section 2.3. Other work has focused on incremental methods for
spectral clustering [13]. Similar techniques can be used to derive
incremental methods for updating HONE; however, this is outside
the scope of this paper.
There is also another related body of work focused on attributed
graphs. Recently, Huang et al. [29] proposed a label informed em-
bedding method for attributed networks. This approach assumes
the graph is labeled and uses this information to improve predictive
performance. However, this paper does not focus on attributed-
based embeddings and therefore is significantly different. First and
foremost, while the class of HONE models are able to support at-
tributed graphs via attributed diffusion, this work does not focus
on such graphs. Moreover, HONE does not require attributes or
class labels on the nodes.
Heterogeneous networks [56] have also been recently consid-
ered [12, 18] as well as attributed networks with labels [28, 29].
Huang et al. [29] proposed an approach for attributed networks
with labels whereas Yang et al. [64] used text features to learn node
representations. Liang et al. [36] proposed a semi-supervised ap-
proach for networks with outliers. Bojchevski et al. [8] proposed
an unsupervised rank-based approach. There has also been some
recent work on semi-supervised network embeddings [31, 65] and
methods for improving the learned representations [55, 61, 62].
A few work have begun to explore the problem of learning node
embeddings from temporal networks [43, 48, 54]. All of these ap-
proaches approximate the dynamic network as a sequence of dis-
crete static snapshot graphs. More recently, methods have been
proposed that use temporal random walks to avoid the information
loss of previous discrete approximation methods [38]. This work is
different from the problem discussed in this paper.
Role-based embeddings: Many recent node embedding methods
have attempted to capture roles [47] by preserving the notion of
structural equivalence [20] or the relaxed notion of structural sim-
ilarity [47]. Examples of node roles include nodes acting as hubs,
bridges (acting as gate-keepers), near-cliques, and star-edges. Over
the previous decade, there have been many role-based embedding
(role discovery) methods that automatically learn node embeddings
from graphs; see [47] for a survey. These methods are some of
the earliest such embedding (representation learning) methods for
graphs. More recently, most approaches have been based on tradi-
tional randomwalks and thus are unable to capture roles (structural
equivalence or structural similarity) and instead capture the notion
of communities [11, 24, 41, 44]. In particular, these methods embed
nodes in a similar way that are close to one another in the graph
and therefore are largely capturing the notion of communities as
opposed to roles. Instead, nodes that are structurally similar (i.e.,
share similar general connectivity/subgraph patterns) should be
embedded in a similar way, independent of their proximity to one
another in the graph. Recently, an approach called role2vec was
proposed that learns role-based node embeddings by first mapping
each node to a type via a function and then uses the notion of at-
tributed (typed) random walks to derive role-based embeddings for
the nodes that capture structural similarity [4]. This approach was
shown to generalize many existing random walk-based methods.
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Graph embeddings: Methods such as DeepWalk and node2vec
learn embeddings for nodes in a graph. On the other hand, there
have recently beenmethods that learn embeddings for entire graphs
[19, 35]. These methods can be used for graph-level tasks like graph
classification. In particular, methods such as Random Walk Ker-
nel [60], Deep Graph Kernel [63], and SkipGraph [34] make use of
random walks to learn embeddings for entire graphs. More recently,
a graph attention model was proposed in [35] and used for graph
classification. Other work has also focused on developing graph
embeding methods for attributed molecular graphs [15].
Improving autocorrelation: This work is also related to recent
methods for improving autocorrelation and classification perfor-
mance by creating new links [22] and even relevance in search
engines [33]. Intuitively, HONE naturally estimates weights be-
tween new previously unobserved edges based on k-step motif
patterns. In particular, new links are explicitly created between
nodes in the k-step motif matrices.
6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposedHigher-Order Network Embeddings (HONE),
a new class of embedding methods that use network motifs to
learn embeddings based on higher-order connectivity patterns. We
describe a general computational framework for learning such
higher-order network embeddings that is flexible with many inter-
changeable components. The experimental results demonstrated
the effectiveness of learning higher-order network representations
as HONE achieves a mean relative gain in AUC of 19% across all
other methods and networks from a wide variety of application
domains. Future work will investigate the framework using other
useful motif-based matrix formulations.
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